CLASS II’S ARE EASIER WITH COMPOSI-TIGHT® 3D XR

1. NEW DESIGN ELIMINATES "SPRING-OFF"
   - 3D XR rings down onto the tooth keeping it in place on dentition you never thought possible. You will be able to get 3D performance on more restorations than any other sectional matrix system. Short teeth, malpositioned teeth, the distal of the canine, even on top of rubber dam clamps!

2. BETTER RETENTION
   - It’s easy to see that 3D XR stays where you place it! Easier for you and safer for your patients.

3. ELIMINATES RING "SPRING-OFF"
   - Three-dimensionally contoured tips with Soft Face™ adaptable silicone hug the matrix band to the tooth. Flash is virtually eliminated greatly reducing finishing time. No other sectional system has Soft Face™ times.

4. STRENGTH FOR THE LONG HAUL
   - The reinforcing overmold enhances ring tension and longevity giving you maximum separation that lasts restoration after restoration.

5. EVEN RETAINS ON TOP OF RUBBER DAM CLAMPS

   **Ring Pull-Off Force**
   - 3D XR: 4.6 lbs
   - 3D500: 1.9 lbs
   - V3*: 1.7 lbs
   - V3*: 1.3 lbs

   **Ring Resiliency**
   - NiTi rings broke at 96 cycles (Avg.)
   - NiTi: 1.25
   - 3D XR: 1.04
   - 1.52
   - 1.26
   - 0.92
   - 0.93
   - 0.61
   - 0.69
   - 0.59

   **# of Cycles**
   - 0
   - 50
   - 100
   - 150
   - 200
   - 250
   - 300

   * Not a product or trademark of Garrison Dental Solutions, LLC.
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**EASIER BAND PLACEMENT**
- New Grab Tabs give you the perfect location for gripping the bands without distorting them. Optimized for wider preps and micro-coated with our ingenious Slick Bands non-stick material, they are the perfect sectional matrix bands.